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• MIMO detectors

• MIMO antennas

• Massive MU-MIMO systems

• Beamforming

• mmWave systems

• UE power consumption

• Machine Learning applied to LTE networks
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Introduction

• Scope: MIMO-OFDM receivers using preprocessor in their detectors 
over non-Gaussian noise. Traditional preprocessors depend on 
threshold parameters based on a priori information from the non-
Gaussian noise. The proposed non-linear preprocessor does not have 
any parameter.

• Goal
• Mitigate non-Gaussian noise in MIMO-OFDM receivers using preprocessor 

without any parameter.



MIMO-OFDM System



MIMO-OFDM System

• Non-Gaussian noise model: symmetric alpha-stable distribution (S𝛼S).



Non-Linear Preprocessors

• Blanking

• Clipping



Proposed Preprocessor

• Based on Sigmoid function

• Comparison with signal function (𝑥 : signal function, 𝑦 : sigmoid function)



Results and Discussions

• Performance comparison among the preprocessor techniques over 
S𝛼S noise with 𝛼 = 1.3 and 𝑇 = 2.

SER: Symbol Error Rates;
T: threshold level;
𝛼: noise parameter (S𝛼S).



Results and Discussions

• Performance of preprocessors over S𝛼S noise with many different 
values of 𝛼, GSNR = 15 dB and 𝑇 = 2.

SER: Symbol Error Rates;
T: threshold level;
GSNR: Geometric SNR.



Results and Discussions

• Performance varying threshold level of blanking and clipping 
preprocessors over S𝛼S noise with 𝛼 = 1.3 and GSNR 15 dB.

SER: Symbol Error Rates;
GSNR: Geometric SNR;
𝛼: noise parameter (S𝛼S).



Conclusions

• We concluded that the traditional blanking and clipping
preprocessors depend on the threshold level, which, in turn, also
depends on the impulsiveness level in the environment. On the other
hand, the sigmoid function does not have any parameters, being an
alternative in the tradeoff of preprocessors in the MIMO-OFDM
detection systems.

• Future works
• Compare the solution with adaptive preprocessors and MIMO detectors;

• Use MIMO detectors based on Machine Learning to solve the non-Gaussian
scenario, and compare with the sigmoid preprocessor.


